CMS School Agenda

3/16/2011

Attendance: Sherrie Raymore, Allison Barbour, Maryland Nesmith

Old Business

- Budgets – appropriations, Title I plan discussed. Notebook with plan available in Parent Center. Plan sent home by students earlier in the year with rapid communication system alerting parents to look for it.
- AVID college field trips to introduce and inspire; overall up to 33 students/class, Title I (3 new teachers paid with funds to reduce class size), school is 75% free or reduced lunch
- Bullying programs---piloting new program for the county called Talk About It
- Attendance – 95.95% attendance average to date, attendance incentives (CRCT) discussed
- SOLO program – introduced with basic explanation and video of program potential
- Finding a business partner to sponsor the school by bringing peppermints for the students to have while taking the CRCT.

New Business

- CRCT
- Speaker
  - Joseph Washington is an inspirational speaker who spoke to the student body last year for the CRCT pep rally. February 2011 he spoke at the GCEL (Title I) conference in Savannah, GA. Many school districts were trying to get him to come speak in their location.
- Night jam
  - April 15 will be the date of the 2nd annual CRCT prep hosted from 5PM to 9PM. Transportation will be provided. The night will end with a competition among the middle schools by real time video camera.
- Breakfast for CRCT dates
  - Money will be raised through the sales of FrostyFruit, which is made with 100% fruit juice, to pay for breakfast food for students.
  - The menu for the breakfast on CRCT days will be mini Danishes, yogurt, juice on two days and chicken biscuits, milk, and fruit on two days. Menu is subject to change.
  - Students will move straight to their homerooms. Crates or boxes with the breakfast will be picked up and taken to the homerooms by
students. Trash will be collected prior to testing and testing will begin at 9:00AM.

- Attendance – 96.08 (As of today, we are still in range to make 2nd indicator for AYP.)

Future Business

- Bullying programs—Olweus
  - Committee

- Attendance incentive for CRCT
- Peppermints provided for the students for the CRCT dates
- Parent Academy
- 8th grade dance
- PTA
- Writing program for 2011-2012
- Signing in for each meeting
- Update on Title budget and expenditures

Meeting adjourned by Ms. Raymore and second by Ms. Barbour at 6:00PM.